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Log of 'Sea Thrift'

Wayfarer 6999

July 27 - August 9 1995
July 19 - August 2 1996

With thanks to

Leslie h-vine
Peter Tait
and the Commodore, Officers and members
of the Lerwick Boatmg Club

for much help and support during our visits to
Shetland.



With each successive day of light southeasterlies, blowing fog banks from the

North Sea across the Northern Isles. we became increasingly doubtful of reaching

mainland Shetland, let alone roundingi Unst, Then, just as we reluctantly decided to

turn back at Fair Isle, a chance encounter changed our fortunes and set the scene

for much of what is written in this log.

A crew of Shetland sailors, southbound on a three day delivery trip, pausing at North Haven for

only a couple of hours, were curious about the Wayfarer on the beach, and walked over to

investigate.

"We don't see many of these up here. What are you boys doing thel ?"

When he heard we had wanted to explore Shetland, Leslie wouldn't hear of us turning back

without visiting Lerwick.

"You've got to come over You can leave your boat in Lerwick and come back next year. You

must come and sail in Shetland: don't worry about the boat, we'll look after itfor you. We'll be

back itn a couple of days - we'll see you at the Club"

His enthusiasm was infectious. It could be done: we both started to weigh the pros and cons.

"7hanks very much for the offer: we're very tempted We'll be over and let you know before you

sail tonight"

This was just what was needed to tip the balance in favour of pushing on. It didn't take us very

long to decide.



rPAT - broadreaching down the north shore of Sanday, into
Otterswick, after a foggy forecast had made us turn back from our

first attempt to reach Fair Isle



Our launching place, Keiss Harbour, onj
the Caithness shore, a few miles south of

Duncansby Head. A quiet spot, with a
slipway, fresh water on hand, and a

sheltered basin



Anchored amongst the eroded rock pinnacles of the 'Hill of Crogodale;; just
south of Duncansby Head. We paused here for a couple of hours to await
the flood (eastward) in the Firth, 

A.

2200 on the second day After a weary passage in very light conditions up the east coast of the
Orkneys we are within a rudle of our destination - Auskeny - but the tide in the Sound has just
tumned and is trying to spit us out 1nt the North Sea for the night. Despite miany hours rowing
through previous night, we put in a last, desperate burst and manage to ferry glide out of the
tide np. An eddy helps us to close the shore and reach the Boat Gee



_ _ T ~~~~~~~~~~~~~The Boat Geo, Auskerry's
e||only shelter. Open to the
'I}SW, and untenable in winds

from S through W to N. we
were lucky to enjoy a quiet
night, held off the rough
quayside by a three point

S ~~~~~~mooring.

All that remains of the SS Hastings County, bound from Bergen to the US, which ran onto|
Auskerry's rocky shore in a fog in 1926 1
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We spent the night at the Geo
thinking we were on an uninhabited
island. Strolling around its perineter
next morning, we thought it rather
well tended. Then we came upon this
homestead on the NW tip, Two
heads appeared above the barracade
of fish boxes, The little boy (we later
learnt) was savin to hiis father ` Do
.vxOn rrink thev' 've got guns `" to

which his father had replied `"If the
have. then we'll surrender".

We quickly convinced the family of
our lack of hostile intent, and spent a
fascinating day, enjoying Simon and
Teresa's hospitality, and learning
about a life that must be as remote
and self sufficient as any in the
British Isles.

1Teresa, Pat, Owen. Simon andRry



N.

Teresa, Owen and Rory enjoy a short trp i Sea
IThrift before we leave for Stronsay

'I~~~~~~~~~2

After a fast reach across the Sound of Auskerry, we met thick fog as we neared Whitehall
Harbour, on Stronsav Here, Pat is jilling about in the harbour while 1 take a photo fron thei
quay

W'~hitehall nmust be a gloomy place at any tUnie, but doubly so mn fog on a Sunday eventng Weasked the harbour master where we could get a drink, `On a Sundav his reply seemed sofinal that we assumed we had straved into Wee Free temtorv Later - too late - we came across
the pub gust as it was closing~



s ic~~~a 

Every year we vow to make the boat lighter One way to do this is to cut out all heavy. 'hydrated' foods, cans.
bottles and so on, taking only de-hydrated meals. like pasta, nce, porridge oats etc. A worthy aim, which can be
scuttled by one burst of Orcadian hospitality.

After a foggy sail along the shore of Stronsay, we called at a farn to ask for water, Mrs Leslie plied us with tea
and buns and every detail of her family history, then took us out into the market garden and loaded us up with
armfuls of new potatoes, cabbage and enormous strawberries. What can you do ? We were still eating this
delicious produce when we left Shetland a week and a half later.

Otterswick Bay, anxiously awaiting the 1800 forecast. With a continuing SE or E airstream, bringing fog in
off the North Sea, we had to be cautious, but could not afford to be too cautious In the end, for the open sea
passages, we adopted the possibly questionable practice of staying put on 'fog banks' and going on 'fog
patches', The prediction was for patches', repeated the next morning, so we went, and didn't see a trace of
fog all the way to Fair Isle
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Hove-to, in the middle of the Fair Isle
Channel, checking our DR against the[. > .... '. t _new toy, a Garmin 75 GPS, which Pat
has borrowed for the trip 'as an
experiment'.

Although heard to mutter darkly about
slippery slopes, I am not in a good
position to be righteous about
traditional navigation as, due to a slight
oversight, I had foreotten to buy a chart
for this section of the trip - the bit
between Orkney and Shetland. We had
plenty of large scale charts for the
islands, but not for the watery bits in
between. So we have constructed our
own chart, which proved to be perfectly
adequate for the task. We did not need
to make a GPS-induced course
correction, and Fair Isle came up on the
nose when it should have done.

The tangle of line draped over the
mainsheet cleat is unforgiveable and
can only be explained by saying I was
getting a good angle for the
photograph.

Note that, during a mnajor open water
passage, we both stay clipped on to the
boat at all timnes.

Sheep Rock, a conspicuous sea-mark on the E coast of Fair Isle. Despite the difficulty of access, islaniders
used to use its grasy cap as a grazing ground, hauling sheep up and down on rope pullies.

Whatever the tide is doing, it always seemis to be against us at this point. Borth years we had to row
* ~~~furiously, in light winds, to'weather' Sheep Rock.



North Haven provides good, though not perfect, shelter. As usual we kept well away from the yacht moormgs,
next to the pier, and took advantage of the gently sloping sandy beach to dry out by the old slipway

Mrs Leslie's strawberries are evident, but whats that tin doing there ? I think what happened was that, laden
down with fresh produce, we rather gave up on the weight issue, and bought freely from the store on Sanday

,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~U
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In 1588 the El Gran
Grifon. flagship of the
Spanish Armada, was
driven ashore at Sroms
Heelor at the SW end of
the island. The
shipwrecked crew had a
pretty tin time of it
during the next couple of
months until their rescue,
many dying of starvation.

In 1984 modem
Spaniards, dressed in the
full regalia of the
conquistadors, again
visited the island - staying
a day only - and dedicated
this iron cross in the
kirkyard. Today the cross
and its inscription look ill
cared for



The island has an interesting small museum the George Waterston Memorial Centre,
named after the omithologist who bought the island after die Second World War, in
order to study the many bird species tha call during migration.

This exbihit shows a model of a Fair Isle Yole, described thus:

'One of the most ancient boat tvpes used in the British Isles. Clinker built its
Scandanavian origins are obvious. Almost all imported from Norway until the
1850's when local building took over The lines and construcnon have
changed little.'

Clinker boats are still built on Fair Isle, We tried to find the local boat builder. but he
was away for the day potting.



Fair Isle rock scenery. These cliffs are close to the North Haven. After a fine afternoon, musts rolling m again
towards evenmg made us apprehensive for a passage out the following day. L



Our barbeques have become something of a tradition, despite the fact that, Pat being a vegetarian, the food is
rarely - mi fact never - spectacular. Poor weather does not deter us: its the quality of situation that matters. So, a
barbeque at the Monach Islands (west of the Outer Hebrides) was mernorable, even though all we ate was
gnlled onion and cold cous-cous. Here, on Fair Isle, a fine drizzle did not dampen our spirits, and the food was
better vegburgers and salad, from the island shop, and some of Mrs Leslies's magnificent potatoes. South
Haven, a stony beach, provided copious driftwood.



Lerwick Harbour

For the crossing to Shetland we had a moderate W/NW wind and clearing miist. OfF
Stinburgh the wind eased and went N' After a long slow beat we reachied Lerwick. abouit 14
hoIrs after leaving Fair Isle.



Giving parity in the high street to the
Norwegian flag is no whim or
accident: the community (and this is

i _ 1_ one of those rare places where the

word can be used without a sense of
exaggeration) adhere fiercely to their
Norse origins, and the cultural
expression of those origins survive
strongly to the present day - as we
were soon to discover

Shetland may be constitutionally part
of the United Kingdom but it is
certainly not part of Scotland. We

sensed that the ties that bind it to the
Scandanlavian countries iying due east
across the North Sea are quite as
strong as those linking the islands to
the UK mainland. As we were often
reminded. the nearest railway station
to Lerwick is in Bergen.

1Lerwick Main Stree

It is an irnediately attractive town, tidy, purposeful, with plenty of activitv centred around the
several harbours. We rafted up outside some local yachts in the small boat harbour - though
'small boat' is not a phrase that springs to mind when clambering ashore across the very solid
decks of the Swan, an almost totally rebuilt Fifie herring lugger, first launched in 1900. and
restored at enormous cost by a local Trust over the past five years

The boat harbour is also home to a number of 'Shetland Models' - the open racing keelboat.
derived from a traditional local form, that forms the basis for club racing in the Shetland Isles
Thex are beautifil boats, both at rest and under way, and we were lucky enough to enter harbour
as the fleet came in after the Thursday evening racing



'n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

IOut Skerries race

It's niot every dciv that a

WaYfa ret sprouits a bowsprim.



We had made ourselves known at the Lerwick Boating Cliub. and found we were amongst friendly and helpful
people The Commodore invited uis to join the local fleet on the following day for the annial Out Skerries race.
which we were assured was a none-too-serious event. The race is followed by an all night dance attended by all
the islanders living on this remote group, whici lies offshore, about twenty mriles north east of Lerwick

On Saturday moming we offloaded some of the gear we could manage without for a day or two. went to the
skippers' briefing. and were first over the line when Peter Tait blew the starting hom (and so we should have
been. as the only dinghy in the race),

The course is shown on the chart extract In a light west - souwesterlv breeze most of the fleet, setting
spinnakers. soon pulled ahead of us We piled on all the extra sail we had the spare jib,and poied out both
foresails with the oars as we left the Whalsay channel Note the downhaul, improvised from Pat's bootlace. Not
a heavy weather rig.

Meanwhile, the crew of 'Mlstral'. a solid little cruiser against which we had rafted up in the harbour. and who
similarly eschewed light wind gear, entertained themselves and us withl some delighful fiddle playing. If all
yacht racing was conducted in this spirit we might do a bit more of it.



|Housay Harbour. Out Skerries |

The Out Skerries has a small but apparently prosperous community, with some fine new fishing trawlers in
the sheltered harbour. As well as the yachts which had raced there, a number of motor craft of all shapes and
types had assembled ready for that night's Dance, the big event of the year. (Social events in the Northern
Isles are 'dances', not Ceilidhs).

Hospitality abounded aboard the boats, no sooner had we made fast than beers were thrust in our hauids, and
we soon made the aquaintance of a bewildering number of Lerwick yachtsmen, all in fine singing form and
evidently determined to enjoy themselves. Seated in a crowded cabin, with the whisky flowing very freely,
and hearing a half-dozen 'Jarlsmen' spontaneously burst forth into hearty and deafening renderings. in Norse,
of the songs of the Up-Helly-A' winter festival is an expenence not likely to be forgotten

I tottered out of the Dance at about 0300. Pat somewhat later, and we both had some difficulty in getting
going later in the moming. Not so the rest of the fleet; they were already up. cooking fried breakfasts and
preparing sails for what seemed likely to be a brisker race back. on the wind, All this activity was going on to
the strains of fiddle and accordion, which seem to be necessary ingredients of Shetland sailing

We declined the invitation to race back (resting on our laurels somewhat, as we had been placed a rather
generous fourth. on handicap. in the outgoing leg). Instead we enjoyed a leisurely sail, in a fresh westerly.
back down the east side of Whalsav (pronounced Walsa'), calling in for a lunch halt at the islet of East Linga
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With a day or so to spare before our flight back, but not enough time to go on up the coast, we spent the night
at North Voe of Gletness, about 5 miles N of Lerwick. Here, with a fresh breeze in a sheltered anchorage. we
played around testing my Mark 2 sea anchor. This is a very stoutly constructed 'parachute', about fbur feet in
diameter, its cords shackled to a heavy swivel, to which the anchor warp is bent. When streamed, with the
boat drifting rapidly downwind, the parachute brought us up, head to wind, with almost no drift to leeward. It
was interesting to discover that this Mark 2 anchor held us head to wind in such relatively light conditions.
whereas the Mark 1, a conventional canvas cone, will not bring the boat's head to wind with the mast still up

We carry the anchor, together with a storm cover which is strapped over the lowered mast, as our ultimate
defence against heavy weather, hoping that so long as these remain ready to be deployed we will not have to
use them,



I The next day we pottered gentl\
back to the clib marina, whicih is at
the north end of the town, away
fromn te main harbour area, and
laid 'Sea Thnft' up for her long
Shetland winter As arranged. Leslie
stored our gear in the loft at his

mfinn's office. Peter transported it for
us. and verv kindly put us up for the
night at his house near the harbour.

We had been assured that the boat
would be safe and looked after if left
on the quavside at the yacht marina
So we flew back to Wick. took a
short taxi ride to Keiss, and were
soon back on the road south, with
an empty trailer

The winter of 1995/6 saw record
snowfalls on Shetiand, with severe
storms and 33 feet drifts reported
over Chnstmas. I had started to
become anxious about 'Sea Thrift`s
safety, when Leslie phoned to say X
they'd had a bnght idea when
hauling out the 'Din Ryv' - the local
Viking replica galley which takes
tourists out for a sail in the harbour
during the summer months. So our
boat spent the winter tucked up
inside the hull of the galley, in a drv
shed,

The Up-Helly-A'
x ~_inter festi _at



1996

A Year is a long time to be without your Wayfarer I endured it, with the help of an assortmnent of short
trips in other boats, including a Dragonfly trimaran which seemed to sail at two knots in a flat calm,

and a hot racing monohull with an enormous rig and very little under the hull to keep it all up. The high
spot of the summer, as usual, was the Round the Isle of Wight event. which tumed once again into a
frisky and very wet sail. For the first time in many years we had to retire, after breaking the centreboard
of Pat's boat when falling off a wave in the Needles channel.

At last came the school summer holiday, the first time in the year when I can get Pat away from
Comwall for a whole two weeks. With no boat to fit out our preparations did not need to be extensive I

bought the chart of the Fair Isle channel, which we had failed to take last summer, we packed our
personal gear, took the Torpoint ferry from east Comwall and headed north through the night to
Aberdeen airport,

The pilot tried his best to sound calm. almost nonchalent, as he circled for half a hour above Sumburgh
looking for a break in the mist through which to land the plane. We were worned: to tum back would
mean the loss of at least a day of fine sailing weather. We needed every available hour if we were to
carry out our plan to sail around the top of the Shetland group. down the W side and out to Foula, then
back through the Orkneys - calling again at Auskerry - before crossing the Pentland Firth and making
our way as far down the mainland coast towards Aberdeen as possible

The pilot eamed his pay, and our thanks, and we didn't begrudge the cost of thie fare. for he spotted a
break in the mist and put the plan quickly down on the airstrip Soon we were stepping out onto

Shetland soil once again.

After the hustle of Aberdeen. the quiet attnoshere of the Northern Isles began to strip away the tensions
of the past few days. We had made it, on time. we had a fair wind and if'Sea Thrift' was in good shape
we should be under way in a few hours.

We needn't have worried about the boat. Although Leslie was away in Norway - having been taken ill
on a cruise there - Peter met us in the town centre and drove us to the marina, where 'Sea Thrift' was on
the slip, waiting to be lifted by the tide. with all her gear alongside and ready to be stowed away



We rapidly fitted out, launched on the tide, and tied up to a pontoon for the night. We did not
refuse the offer of a luxurious berth in Leslie's comfortable, heavy displacement wooden
boat, recetldy arrived from Bergen. In the moming we bought food, ate the full cooked
breakfast offered to shoppers at Asda for the remarkable pnce of about £1 50 - a choice of
meal I was later to regret - and slipped quietly away from Lerwick harbour. heading due N

on a light south/southwesterly breeze. We could scarceiy believe our luck,

Our course was along the route of last summer's Out Skerries race, as far as the exit from
Linga Sound, between Whalsay and West Linga. About two miles short of Whalsay the
breeze faded, leaving us slopping about in an uncomfortabie swell that soon caused me to
part company with my Asda cooked breakfast. I'm not usually prone to sickness when on
board the Wavfarer, but if any sea condition is likely to induce it then rolling around in a
steep windless swell will do the trick. Pat is impervious unless he has eaten peppered
mackerel. Despite this, he likes peppered mackerel and has to be restrained from eating it. in

the interests of the safety of the ship

Eventually the breeze filled in and we went into Symbister harbour, at the SW end of
Whalsay, The tide in the channel was foul for several hours. so we put up the lhalf tent'.
cooked our evening meal, and had a look around.



A small fleet of 'Shetland Models' are kept ashore on the hard. The combination of a developed
traditional hull form with modem sailing dinghy go-faster gear makes an interesting looking
boat. These, and other boats, are raced keenly around the islands. The Shetland sailing season is
short, but the local clubs make best use of it by co-ordinating their events, with regattas held on
successive weeks in all the different sailing centres, so that there is always an event to look
forward to.

Symbister is not only a centre for local sailing, Although it is difficult to believe it at a time
when all talk of fishing is of reduced quotas and the decimation of the trawler fleets, Whalsay is
home to optimism and business acumen in the trawler business, with a pair of multi-million
pound boats launched in the past couple of years, and working out of the harbour. As with
much else we encountered, the Shetlands are in many ways a world apart.

Towards sunset we headed off to find an anchorage for the night. The light breeze was still
there, just, but the tide in the Linga channel robbed our tired old spinnaker of most of it.



After all the effort of the past few dass. a Wayfarer anch0orage offa deserted island. in total peace, was
immensely appealing A few miles on we found one. off the N tip of Lunnia Ness. which is all but an island. and
whose N end is innocent of any tracks or dwellings,

The light to moderate southerly weather promised to hold for another day, which meant pushing on as fast as
possible Up the eastem shores of Yell and Unst, Muckle Flugga. the British Isles' most northem light, lay about
twenty five to thirty miles to the N We needed fair weather to round it, and fair weather to make good the very
exposed section down the NW coasts of these islands. So we had to sail straight past much intricate and
interesting coastline, as one always has to when making a brief visit to a farawav place, All we could hope to do
was to compass the islands. and in doing so gain an impression of the place, and some memories to inspire
Ruture visits

Such slightly pompous thoughts come to mind afterwards, idle moments during sailing are usually spent
thinking up and telling jokes, of which Pat has a bottomless locker I see from our log that we had the Yell joke
at 1055 (in the Dunnose Variant), Every year when rounding the Isle of Wight we ritually tell the Dunnose joke:

"'What' tha7 headland over there,'"
"Dunnose"
"Well look at the B***** chart"

The Yell Joke is even simpler:

"Whatn's that islan` aver there
"Yell "
"WIA TS THA T LASIAND) (ctc)"

And so it goes on with nary a dull moment,

Especially when fittings break. Sea Thrnft is a pretty solid boat and things don't snap very often, but
occasionally something gives way in the rigging, and to deal with this eventuality we carry a hand rivetter, a
powerful device that eams its keep in the tool roll This time it was the spinnaker ring, which was quickly
mended,

The place names in these most northern of northem islands have a raw edge to them. Unst, Yell. Hascosay,
Fetlar, and - our next obstacle - the point of Skaw, at the extreme NE tip of Unst. Here there is quite the largest
and most awe-inspiring race I have seen marked on a chart: the Roost of Skaw We keep well away from races.
yet there seemed no way round this one, until close examination of the chart showed there might be a passage
inside the offlying Holim of Skaw islands. True, the gap was marked in green, but we've sailed over green bits
before
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Even in the light conditions prevailing, it
seemed prudent to put into Bakta Sound to
wait for exact slack water off Skaw. so we
found a nice sandy beach and went ashore There is great satisfaction to be had byfor an hour of so before setting off for what sneaking an inshore passage -we hoped would be one of the highlights of particularly when it is shoal and rockythe voyage - rounding the most northerly part and hence denied to most other boats.of the British Isles We crept through the gap at Holm of

Skaw and soon afterwards had
Muckle Flugga and the Out Stack in
sight.

I Muckle Flugga and the Ou0 tc



Theut Stck

All our planning had assumed we would have a tough time and a hard wet
sail to weather the N of Unst. We could not believe our luck in encountering
the area in such a benign mood We passed close by the Out Stack, and hove
to for the evening shipping forecast. Pat then announced we would have
strawberries and ice cream. Although other boats, perhaps even small boats,
may have paused at this remotest of places, he was sure that in none had
such a delicacy been served to celebrate the event. And strawbemes and
cream it turned out to be: but not as we know it. for this was freeze dried,
'astronaut' food, light as air and just about as tasty. It came from Goonhilly
Down. on the Lizard, which is the most southern part of the British
mainland.

Freeze dried food is like compacted dust and takes some eating, By the time
we had consumed our cebratory snack and sailed back to the Out Stack. the
tide had started running, putting up more of a swell. We toyed with the idea
of attempting a landing (surely a rare event) but without an inflatable on
board the risk of putting a hole in the hull seemed too great



Overnight at Burra Firth 

The forecast, though a little vague, suggested some ovemight rain with a most helpful veer into

the NW: absolutely ideal for our purposes We discussed tactics for a while, but as the wind had

all but disappeared. leaving a strengthening tide and a bit of swell, it seemed best to tie up for

the night, even though there were several hours of light left,

Last year the keeper of the Fair Isle lighthouse had left us with the impression that Muckle

Flugga light was still manned, Because of this, we did not call there, even though we might have

got a lee close in by the keepers' steps We were keeping a low profile and it was always possible

that contact with 'officialdom' might result in unwelcome attention. We later leamed that the

keepers left the island several years ago.

The top of Unst is split by a large firth. Burra Firth, with no obvious anchorages at its seaward

end. Not wanting to row a couple miles in and have to beat out again next day, we found a niche

in the rocks. a cable or two inside the entrance, under the precipitous cliffs of Hemnaness Hill.

and tied up there for the night This provided a memorable berth, Although we did not realise it

at the time, we must have been the most northerly people in the country that night The air was

full of seabirds, leaving and entering their roosts in the cliffs above After a night's rain,

waterfalls made a new sound as they fell all around. but conveniently not onto. us



Next morning our berth was still quiet, but we could see wind un the entrance to the firth, so it
seemed our promised veer had materialised, We left at 1000 and beat out to Miuckle Fligga.
where we lingered again, savouring views that mnight in these conditions be enjoyed only once
in a sailing lifetime

1 / 

At 1 100 we eased sheets and set off down the W coast of Hermna Ness, the sky thick with fulmars
and gannects. The Ness is a nature reserve and bird sanctuary with cliffs that nan for several miles
at four to five hundred feet

We see very few boats at sea on these tnips (and even fewer yachts) but shortly a small potting
boat rounded Henna Ness from the E and overtook us, enquiring if we were 'all right' (perhaps
too polite to add 'in the head'), We chatted briefly, and he threw over a carton of milk, which wasI
kind, before motoring off to attend to his floats



Lnst~

This rugged coast has been battered into an endless sequence of stacks, sea caves, and natural arches.

These are the stacks at Longa, a couple of miles down the coast The N end of Yell is visible in the
distance We cut straight across the entrance to Bluemell Sound, the narrow strip of water that divides
Unst and Yell, stood out from Gloup Head to avoid the race there, and headed for Point of Fetherland,
which is the extreme NE tip of mainland Shetland Although geographically part of the main island
mass. this large and intricately indented promontory is all but an island, being joined to the mainland
only by the narrow and curiously named isthmus of Mavis Grind. some fifteen miles to the S,

Crossing the entrance to Yell Sound we half expected to see oil traffic, for this is the shipping entrance to
the Sullom Voe oil terminal, which provides Shetland with much of its considerable wealth. We saw no
shipping, though the powerful leading lights were visible, even in daylight.

Off Point of Fetherland is a small island, Gruney. and as it was by now 1445 we anchored up in its lee
for a lunch break. It's pleasant to have a short break in the middle of a longish day at sea, if a convenient
place can be found without deviation

I logged the wind as 'NW by N, 3' one could not ask for a better,



Papa Stour_

There are many anchorages along this coast, though I would not care to find some of them in
rough weather or poor visibility, ideally, in a leisurely season, one would explore them all. As the
aftemoon passed and we sped onwards. around Esher Ness and across the wide expanse of St
Magnus Bay, we decided on to halt for the night at the island of Papa Stour We wanted a
convenient jumping-off spot for a trip out to Foula the next day.

Papa Stour is reputed to have the best sea caves in the country, so to get a close view of these we
ran in through the narrow channel between the main island and Fogla Skerry. a narrow pass girt
with high cliffs, whose bases were holed like a Swiss cheese with caves of all kinds. It was an
exciting entry, because the race off the island made the sea quite rough outside, and the entrance
was studded with rocks. The photo gives the general impression. Inside. and beyond the pass. all
was calm. We ran on into our anchorage. pleased with a good day's run of about 45 miles, topped
offwith a sporting finish.



1 Ham , Fu
With a light to moderate wind still in the NW, we had an uneventful run out to the island of Foula next
moming

Although only 15 miles from Papa Stour, Foula lies about 23 miles due W of Scalloway. the nearest town
of any size on the mainland of Shetland. An improved ferry service and a small airstrip now make the
island less cut off than it used to be, but it can still reasonably claim to be the most isolated island in the
British Isles which still has a permanent resident population (currently about 35).

In a number of ways it is like a minature version of St Kilda. It lies far out to the W of an already remote
island group. It has no secure harbour: a yacht visiting Foula must be prepared to clear out to sea if bad
weather threatens from anywhere between S through E to N. (This does not apply to cruising dinghies,
which could haul up on the slip at the head of the harbour). The harbour and the island settlements lie on
gently sloping pasture, which steepens as you walk toward the W and N, until it ends abruptly in vertical
sea cliffs over 1200 feet high, But it is. nevertheless, much less remote than Kilda. and does not have the
savage geography of that island group.

nie harbour, with its narrow entrance and short breakwater, feels cosy enough when entered in quiet
weather - until you see photographs of the seas washing right over it in easterly gales. The islanders' only
lifeline. until the building of the small airstrip, was the tiny ferrv boat - the romantically named Westering
Homewards'. The harbour was equipped with a gantry and hoist which could lift the ferry out during bad
weather. But oil money does not always bring helpful improvements and correct choices to places like
Foula. The ferry was replaced with a bigger boat, which was so unpopular that it has been withdrawn from
service, and has been replaced as a temporary measure by the 'Koada' which lay to the jetty when we
arrived, The harbour has been equipped with a pair of truly massive (and supremely ugly) hoists, which did
not fit the new ferry nhere is also another very large crane which will lift loads far in excess of anything the
islanders are ever likely to need. We heard other stories of ways in which the Shetland 'community chest'
had been spent on Foula which ' to say the least. seemed a little odd. Most of this we heard from the captain
of the ferrv who. strangely, was a young English merchant navy officer it seems the job was not very
popular locally

Mavbe we were not on the island long enougi to acquire more thanu a few fleeting and perhaps distorted
impressions



two crossingTs a week i194 toWlls nth wesside, on fO t I. JILA1XB! _SFOULA IS TH1E MOST westerly island in the Shetland
grounp, lying albut 14 miI ies west of Watsness, the nearest
point on the Shtlantid MliAiri ijil, and 27 miles due west of t
Scalloway. T he island ferry as based on Foula, and makes
twho crossings a week 11984) tu Walls on tilec westside, on . _ __ 'f8 i X _
Tuesdaysand Fridays duringthe summiier,atnd onceaweek
in winter, weathier permitting. The Westering Io,neuwards
is an ex-lifeboat, about 35 ft Iong, the maximumi size wiiicli
can be lifted out of the sea, am winched to safety up the L A Nslipwaly Thle 18 mile crossinig takes about 2 hours Nnd
passe g rs should be aware that although the boat only

rnsses an modeirate weather, they are saihllR over the open:
Auuntiac iad appropriate precautions should be taken by
)poor sailo-rs and small children, Booking is essenitial, as the r
F 11a fI ftrry can only carry six passengers Tlelephone
Io a 32:i !.
| oganair rour a programmrne of Shetlanad Islands Council-
aIssi sted ha rter HighIs to Foula with their 8-seater

a1slaitder'l)lait', frominr id MayytoeearlySepltember, usually
on Mondays and Fridays. The aircraft is based at Tingwall
Airstrip, on thie Shetland Mainland, a few miles outside
L erwick, and cii a aIlso lbe chart red privately. Logaaair
also run lirect daily fligits except Suidays) from Edin

a urgh to Tingwal! witil a I5-seater Twin Otter' aircraft,
and passengers can travel onward to F ula by arrangement

out most Mondays ansd Fridays during the summler.,
Loganair ltd., Tingwall, Shetlandl. Telephone 0595 84 246.
British Airways ruIn reguiar scheduled flighis from Aber-
deenl to Suonbungh Airport, somne 24 miles from l.erwick, at
the south e nd of the Shetlatid Mainland.
The P&O Ferries vessel St. (Cair operates thiree timies o .. a p o t to g a yfweekly between Aberdeen and Lerwick. Arrival in Lerwick -oula l, fers aperfect oppoa natytougel awatufrot
is a it.oo a.in. oun Tuesda y, TIhursday atid Satur(lay. .it all, in u1iqe and beautiful natural
he Smyril Line vessel Norrona operates a weekly service , surroundings, amon,g hospitable andfriendly
llring the sumimir moniths to Lerwick fromi I eland, Faroe people. Ilere the sound of the sea and the calls of

arid Norw-ky. - _.wild birds replice the thunder of traffic, the scent
of wildflowvers is stronger than dieselfumes and

the way of lift is based on simple priorities.

The island's dramatic prtofile is dominated by the
Sneug and by the Kame, Britain's second

highest cliff
|. - *=--; ,., . 2 _ _A > _ Wha tev er your interests or way o] life, a visit to

Foula will not leave you unmors*..
. w _ _ - > 4 - l < . there is now here else quite lik

|lilt( Published by Shetland Islands Tourism
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Birds anld Anti l( P O opulatlon
HIRI)S - Fula ha great viai ty andI numbers of sea andIe
inooriand birds wtil ac essibir habitals. During the sum- iAjjj
mier mnul hs. every part of the island lits somie speciesdi t L v lh o
of breeding hi 'd. Fhut a ha. the world's largest colony of
130nxies (Grea;r Skua )a and Aretic Sktmas compete fiercely Remnants of prehistoric life
for territories on the lower ground. Coloni s of Kittiwakes caii be see n at variouis site.s The present po talatiu of Ioul i. 48 (i985). jole thir
and Arctic Terns returrn annually to their special siles. inl oula. Wurly Knowe is a of thlnt a shildren uiderpIn 1oeti.n- lotn mil I
and the fast-increasing Fulmar is rapidly becoming a pest, large burnt mound beside the s N c .rabes fn livelism,l ari spirngep and weaifving, lobsler nal
nesting inland among the crafts, with the cliffs already liametoun burn,and remains 1 rishmg torns m spinigand wenvifg nd Ile si 
teeming with l'uffins. Razorbills, Guillemots, Shags and of ancient dwellings were A of knitwer .x sheepskin rugs and crafiwork.
Gannets! Leacl's and Storn Petrels, and Maix Shearwater foutind at the Yoagins. close to iIula's hills provide excellent grazing fBr tln' predomio
nestirnseveralareas.Everysuitablesmall intheisland theeasily seenlinesoftheold inatly mnorit' (brown) Shetland sheep Small Sheftlan
has a pairofinestinglethti trnatedl.)iver.s(14 pairs in 1983), dykes which divided off the amnb carcasses ire iTticlii in dentand for their 8 anderneas
partly as a result of the careful andi prolective attitude of South Ness. One of the stacks at the north is talled the andfl avour, and boatloads of lanihs anid itany bags o
the islanders. Many Eider Ducks nest well camouflaged 'Broch' (Friar's Rock, or Priest's Stack on old maps) and wool are shippedl to market every autimn,
aiming the moorland grasses. but must rnr the gauntlet of there are records within living memory of the last remains Dluring the mode rate we, ther of tlhe. short sumnu r saina
numierous predators before getting their chicks to the sea. of an old stone wall on the top. rhere are signs of ancient islandboatsworklonghoursfishirforhlostersaadcrabs
Numnerous other sea and mcooland birds can be seen in sacred places at North Iarrier, and at the site of the present bIt ticy nmust be lifted ashore forsat ety betweenl Septenbe
varyvig nunblers, You may find Oyster Catchers, Mallard, (lay churchyard at Nornerlhus.

lurlew, Ihumlin, Wrens, Iurnsto, Goldienl Plover, the tiny With the coming oF the Norsemen about 900Ap, hula There isla nique and traditional Piula fisheirnan'
Golderest and inany mnore. During migration periods and becaiec a petty Norse kingdlomn unider tidal law, until the gansy'(jersey) with intricate syinbolic patterns. rInivido
spells ofsevereweathier, manyulnitsulspciescanbest IDanish line (lied out in tle 17th century with th death dan.sy grens atrethitt;tYtI r( n the wid varit

of Kathrine Asmundder, the last queen of Poula natural coloured ha ndspun Fa Pla wools, as are varinu
TIhe island then fell under the infamous truck' system of woven articles and lengths of tweedrl. A large selection
the mainland traders, the islanders bartering their dried hand and mnchinc knitled hosiery is availaible, along Wi
and salted fish for the few necessities of life the y could sheepskin rugs in beautiful naltiral colrors,
not supply for theliTselves. This susbsistence croft ing, eked Oxir lor 1 'sihlv' (sm itly) is a p al ing-plte

otmt by fishing and knitting wher e as well as tlie day-to- day work required in the islan
and the riert going to hierrinig the solith, maks ocl fashione colley' lamps, candlestick
an d whalinig inidustries5 else 'sedkiisanpaesfrnwoghir,nsm -

where, continued right up to tens front col Er salviged fromi the. Wreck of tlie fOean

AN AL Alleepa fuchangeda catele eventually reefoff la in 1
-Ji t-0\ i 1t3F-gave waty to sheep, and a
ildrttl i4t it 3 whole new econorny hecarne
;441^ ||-'' :00;ftPolssible.

liiirWi t Fl;i|old Norse influence in a rielh
ANIMALS - All exnepit a very few tif the Ikorla slheep are i i| ialect and a wealth of
the original Shetland breed, with a variety of colours and interesting plakcenarnes.
c mnbinations fromn the predominating hnoorit' (brown) to
fawn, grev. creamv white and black, Several friendlly
Shetland ponies roam the hilis while a few goats and pigs
aire left on the rrofts. Grey seals call be seen around the
Mv re1, arnd ic'shionnally a porpoise or sehool of whiales.
Rabbits are ituineroiusaadlwitkespread, inyxomnatosisnever
having beein itrodduced into the island. 'ledigehogs are
fairly commnion, Foula also has an tiniqtue species nf field -
mliouse. Mu' ulensis, along witha thle ordinary hou-se
mfouise. There are no rats or hares,



sea cliffs at Foula
The decisions we took at Foula formed
another of those key points on the trip
that fundamentally alter the shape of
what follows, and hence determine what
can be done in the limited time
available. We amved at Foula at about
1300 The aftemoon forecast suggested
that the wind would back SW during
the next 24 hrs and freshen a bit Pat
thought we should leave quite soon, as
we intended to sail direct to N
Ronaldsay, on Orkney, a distance of
about 45 miles. I thought it was a pity
to leave Foula without at least a peep
over those immense sea cliffs, and
persuaded him to delay departure until
early evening. Pat's instinct was correct
though, as events later proved,

We enjoyed a strenuous walk across the
island, up onto the cliffs at Da Ness.
and back along the ndge of The Sneug
We called to see the Captain and his
wife and falmily on the way back, and
inevitably spent a while yaming and
leaming about what life was like for
newcomers on the island. By the time
we had retumed to the boat, cooked a
meal, done our passage plan and tidal
calculations and got everything packed
away for sailing it was dark, about
2230 Course. 200 Mag, distance 43
ullln3



The night hours passed. as they do. with
the light in the west never fading entireid
but moving around the horizon until the
pre-dawn sky. which I recall being a
rather threatening red colour, glowed
briefly before becoming extinguished by
the advancing cloud, The wind slowlv
backed during the night, and increased in
strength until we were hard on the wind
and could no longer comfortably sail
unreefed with one of us down below We
reefed, and then reefed again At 0600 we
checked and plotted our position
Anticipating the shift, we had been sailing
well up on our course, and this, together
with the strong cross tide had put us well
to the W, We were still only about half
way to Orkney. By 0700 it was raining
hard, with the wind steadily increasing as
a front moved over us. If we had left
Foula six or seven hours earlier we would
h only have had a few miles to go and could

_ ; _ ~~~~~~~~~~~have plugged on to one or other of the N
Orkney islands. As it was neitler of us
felt like a long very tiring beat in the open
sea in deteriorating weather. We decided
the prudent course would be to retreat
while we could still safely do so.

The easiest, though not the fastest, wav
to run off in a seaway is to drop the main
altogether and pole out as much foresail
as the boat will take without perfonring

This photo showing me putting on thermal acrobatics We started with twin
underwear, when underway, mn readiness for a night foresails, for a dead downwind run, but
sail, suggests we were not quite ready for sea when this soon proved to be too much sail, so
we left the harbour, but the wind had gone very light, we dropped one of them and carried on at
and was still from the NW good speed under the poled out reefing

genoa, adjusting sail area to cope with
Our usual arrangement for night watches is two squalls
hours on and two off, the down below hours spent in
tolerable discomfort on the floorboards, wedged Visibility was now very poor in the rain.
pretty tightly between the knees of the fbrward side perhaps a half to one mile, It would be
benches and the dry bags lashed into the middle of quite easy to miss the island (which is
the boat, with one's head undemeath the end of the only two miles wide at our angle of
foredeck. in light conditions it is usually appreciably opproach)m So wi tese condions g t was
colder down below than when heiming comforting to be able to check our

position from time to time using the
handheld GPS Without this. I doubt if we
could have relied on an accurate landfall.
and would have had to adopt different
tactics



It took about four hours to sail back to Foula, After a long sail of this kind it is easy to relax too early and
forget that the most difficult water is usuallv close to the land. We ran into overfalls close to the S end of the
island, which dumped water in the boat and required some rapid pumping

There is a problem here: our pumps are fixed in the only place where they can be reached when sailing on
the wind and not get in the way of ordinary operations ie on the knees of die forward side benches. When
running fast in rough water the weights of both crew need to be well aft, behind the thwart, to reduce the
risk of burying the bow. It is then difficult to reach the pumps after a cresting sea mounts the stem or the
quarter, This suggests the need for another (oversize) pump. perhaps on a portable board, A design and
fitting problem that I know will not be easy to solve. because I have tried it before I suppose owners with
self-bailers would wonder whatever the problem is, but there are few occasions when there is a need to
empty the boat when it is moving fast enough to make bailers work, most water comes aboard when going
slowly to windward.

At last we rounded South Ness. which gave us a lee, and soon afterwards entered the calm of Ham Voe. We
once more tied up to the ferry, where we licked our wounds. In retrospect, it was easy to see our mistakes:
starting out on a long passage ovemight straight after a hard walk and a half day sail was only the first of
these. However, we were back safely with no more than a minor fright, There is always the consolation that
one learns more from such experiences than a succession of trouble free days on the water. Pleasant though
these are at the time, they soon fade from the memory,

Leaving Foa

Next day was Friday; we had been away for nearly a week, The weather had cleared through overnight, with
a forecast of SW 4/5, increasing 5/6; good, with occasional showers, With this wind Orkney was out of the
question, and Fair Isle would be hard on the wind for nearly 40 miles,

'If in doubt, change your plans', At 0915, well stoked up with plenty of food and of sleep. we laid a course
for St Ninian's Isle, south Shetland, 1-20 mag, 24 miles away, and after a fine brisk sail arrived at this idyllic
anchoraiLe in timie for lunich
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[St Ninian's Isle
St Ninian's has been an island, but is, for the moment, joined to the mainland by a perfect
`tombolo': mirror image beaches facing one another over a slender hourglass of sand. We
walked ashore, re-victualled at the village shop and post office, and were invited next door for
tea. Here we spent a pleasant hour yaming and hearing more tales of Foula, for the postmistress
had been brought up on the island, where her mother had been the teacher.

The evenmg forecast promised very fresh winds from the W; not a day for the crossing to Fair
Isle. Thus far, we had made good progress and had been very fortunate with our weather, but we
were only too conscious of the slim margin of time available, and how easy it might be to
become weatherbound somewhere in the Northem Isles.



A call to Lerwick found Leslie at home, discharged from hospital in Bergen.
where he had been laid up with a sudden and mysterious ailment.
Charactenstically, he iumediately insisted on driving over to see us later
that evening. In the meantime, we set about making a beach barbeque. The
fine situation demanded no less.

Having put the boat ashore at the comer of the beach, in case it blew up in
the night, we trawled the beach for fuel. A word of advice to would-be
barbie-makers on Shetland: don't even bother to try at St Ninian's. Most
beaches are rich in driftwood and assorted combustible flotsam. But this
place. being something of a tourist attraction, is cleaned Scoured completely
free of litter of all kinds, All that is left is stems of seaweed (shown gathered
in a modest pile in the photo), Seaweed stems will bum. but have a very low
calorific value and so are next to useless on a barbeque. My expression says
it all. We ate, but poorly



The lads from Lerwick arrived soon afterwards, and we invited them aboard 'Sea Thrift' for a dram. to

demonstrate how wickedly luxuirious is her accomodation

I. to r. -JE, Robbie, Pat, Peter and Leslie.

Although St Ninian's offers good shelter, it would not have been safe to leave a keel boat at anchor

unattended. But the Wayfarer can be easily manhandled up the shallow slope of the beach, above the

HW level, where tt is quite safe from the elements. There is, perhaps , a slight security risk in leaving all

one's gear on a beach, but [ think this is an acceptable risk in a place like Shetland

We arranged to meet up again at the club the next evening We seem to have the happy knack of calling

at the Lerwick Boating Club in time for one of their summier events, and this Saturday it was an 'all You

can eat' barbeque, This promised to more than make up for our puny attempt on the beach,

Saturday morning brought strong westerlies and frequent he-avy showers. We were glad of the excuse to

catch a bus into Lerwick, do our laundry in the club washing machfine, have a much needed shower, and

meet up in the evening with all the friends we had made during our visit the previous vear The barbeque

was well up to expectations, and Leslie very kindly drove us back to St Ninian's, well fed and rested and

in good heart for a crossing to Fair Isle the following day



Fair Isle from the nort

The strong westerlies of the previous day had eased, leaving a still showery W/SW airstream, at first
force 4, but later dropping to 3. The N side of the Fair Isle channel, between Fair Isle and Sumburgh.
has a notorious reputation. We were determined to stay well clear of the Roost, even if it meant taking
a wide and longer course out to the W

The seas between St.Nunian's and Fitful Head were unaccountably lumpy, and it took much longer than
expected to clear the S end of Shetland, A few massive shower clouds passed by. we even reefed in
anticipation of a bit of a blow from one of them. but it passed ahead. and as the day wore on the
showers died out and the winds became lighter It was an easy passage, with the island gradually
hardening up and showing its detail,

This was our first real view of Fair Isle from the N, Comrng over last year. we had started out in ven
misty conditions, and had soon lost sight of it,

A fix at 1330 put us fourteen and a half miles away, due N of the island, and about 5 miles W off the
charted edge of the Roost We arnved at North Haven at 1730. entenng once again in the lightest of
airs (Ward Hill completely shields the harbour from winds un the W'SW). and nudged 'Sea Thrift'
gentlv onto the beach



A-

As we stepped ashore a tall young woman, who had been wandering along the beach. walked
over and introduced herself Claudia told that for four or five years she had been coming to Fair
Isle, by herself, for six weeks during the school summer holidayv Although her English was
faultless and almost accent-free, she was German! and taught at a school in Koln (Cologne)
Pleasant and interesting though Fair Isle is. we doubted that we would want to spend that amount
of time there, but everyone needs to relax in their own way

We explained that our first priority, now that we had arrived, was to revive the well-established
(well, established for one year) tradition of the Wayfarer Fair Isle Beach Barbeque We all set
about gathening wood and soon had a fine heap ready for the flames, which we kept going all
evening. No poncy beachcleaning here. we're glad to report The food was, once again, only
modest in quality, but as I keep saying, its the situation that matters; and North Harbour is a fine
situation



Puffins & their burrows, above North Haven

At about 2330 Claudia said she would soon be going up the cliffto help with the stormy ringing, and
did we want to come and help too "

'We/l, er . yers al/right. just what 1. itx

It was 'Stormy' ringing - ringing Stormy Petrels, part of the work of the Bird Observatory, which is
situated a couple of hundred yards from the beach, (and is quite the ugliest building that a planning
officer every tumed a blind eye to)

Fair Isle is a Very Important Place For Birds: a sort of motorway service station on the Atlantic
Flyway The ringers start work each night at about midnight and go on until 2 or 3 in the moming,
often catching and ringing several hundred birds. The work is carried out in a sort of reverential hush
- except for the amazing amplified burping and squawkung sound coming ftom the tape recorder
perched on the cliff edge, just behind the invisible net. The sound is alleged to be that of mating
stornies. much magnified, and though it seems difficult to believe, it certainly has them fooled, for
one after another . hour after hour, thev flutter down to investigate. and get enmeshed in the folds of
the net, from which a helper plucks them, puts them in their individual cotton bag, and pops this on a
hook in the nearby hut, to await the attentions of the maestro ringer, who presides, rather like a high
pnest. over this ceremony

Our role, as tyro ringers. was suitably modest - taking a ringed bird from the High Priest, (naking
sure it was held very carefuily, with its neck poking out between your first and second fingers).
walking the required hundred yards or so up the path to the White Post, gently opening the hands, and
letting the bemused little scrap of fluff fly away The whole ceremony reminded me somewhat of a
churchi Communion. except that you were required to come back again, and again, and again

After about an hour Pat and 1 decided we'd got the hang of the art, and had made our contribution to
ornithological knowledge for the summer We had been up early. and had another long day tomorrow.
so we bade Claudia and the orher ringers good night, retired to 'Sea nirift' on the beach, and slept
well, despite the squawking and buriing that continued on into the night on the cliff above us



The forecast next day was for vanable winds, becoming S 3 or 4, fair with good visibility. Our heading for
N Ronaldsay was about 250 True, distance about 23 miles, so this would be tolerable - good vis. being
most important for this passage, because the channel is a shipping lane, though not a particularly busy
one But there are strong cross tides, and light winds could play havoc with our courses.

We left N Harbour at 11 15, in virtually no wind, and rowed much of the way down the E side of the
island, going close in amongst the rocks to keep out of the tidal eddies, which seem to run against us
wherever we happen to be on the Fair Isle shore. The bit you can't dodge is rounding the base of Sheep
Rock where, just as last year. we had a really hard row to weather it.

It took us until 1400 to clear South Stack, and although we could then sail, it was in very light air, and our
tidal drift WINW was very noticeable.

Gradually the wind filled in. from the predicted direction, so that we had a quiet passage, the log noting '2
ships, 2 porpoises'

This leg kept its sporting finish until the verv last. The north Orkney islands are very low lying and hardlv
visible until You are almost upon then We were therefore looking out for the light on Dennis Head. N
Ronaldsay, which has a height of 43 m and a range of 19 miles. Our landfiall wasnt too bad - about a mile
or so out - but because of the slow start we were late, which meant being down tide, just off a headland
where the tide runs very strongly, We were also begining to lose light, without which we had little choice
but aim for Garso Wick, a reef encircled indentation in the N coast of the island which promised an
adequate bivouac in the prevailing weather, We could not risk getting caught up at night in either of the
races that stream off the NE and S ends of Ronaldsay. lTe long stop option had been to run off for Papa
Westray, another thirteen miles on, but the tide change now precluded this We had to get into
N Ronaldsay, or risk the race off Dennis Head and a long night sail round to south Sanday



We tried every trick we knew to get out of the tide off the lighthouse, but its bearing stayed insolently the same
The wind was gradually strengdiening, we thought, but so was the tide The sea was calm (here). we appeared
to be roaring along, but oir bearing on the lighthouse told us we were stuck over the same patch of seabed.
After, perhaps, three-quarters of an hour one of our various tactics had some effect, or the wind piped up
enough to edge us in the right direction, for the bearing started ever so slowiv to reduce, and then suddenly we
were out of the tide run, and able to feel our way, now in pitch dark. into the bay We anchored, and seemed to
be pretty finn. so put up the tent and tumed in

We had in our caution anchored quite close to the shore. and daybreak revealed us dried out on a flat area of
rock and sand. well covered in kelp. 50 yards or so away was a sea wall of some sort Although it was very
early - 0500 or thereabouts - I heard voices outside the tent asking if we were 'all right' The local men who had
called to enquire must have wondered what strange creatures had been cast up on their shore They sounded
slightly disappointed when I assured them we were perfectly OK and had in fact intended to end up here for the
night

My immediate concem was that we would not get lifted off in time to catch the last of the NW going tide, I
wanted to go westabouts round N Ronaldsay, to avoid the race off Dennis Head, which was an unknown
quantrty Sure enough, by the time we got away, the tide had reversed and we now found ourselves stuck at the
other end of the island, sailing frantically to stay in the same place. It was quite hopeless, as we did not have
enough wind to punch through, so we retreated and sailed around Dennis Head, keeping the proverbial biscuit's
toss from the shore, without coming to any harm,

Then followed one of the most interesting and absorbing day's sailing that we have spent together: full of tidal
analysis and tactics, quick unplanned decisions and 'minature' routing as we twisted and threaded our way down
the shores of Ronaldsay, Sanday, Eday and Stronsay, before moving out again into the open sea for a final blast
of leg to Auskerry. Sumnmarising the day in this way suggests we were able to plan to use the tide more than
was the case; often it was a matter of let's try it this way - we seem to have got an eddy going for us'. In fact,
the day was full of Local Eddies, or Local Heroes as they came to be known

We seem to have been to busy to take photos, which is a pity,

Highlights were

- being drawn, despite our very best efforts, into the full might of the race in the Firth between North Ronaldsay
and Sanday We took no solid water aboard this time, but for a quarter of an hour or so it was one hundred and
ten per cent sailing attention and a very dry mouth as a reward for one's effort

- finding, inexplicably, an eddy that took us nght along the N shore of Sanday, and saved us a long open water
sail down its E side

- two rniminal-draft hops over shoal reefg off the N Bumess shore of Sanday. each of which saved us precious
minites of tide, and much effort later on in the day The second of these, the inside passage through the Holms
of Ire, appeared to be totally blocked, and it was only Pat's eagle eyes that spotted a sharp dogleg turm through
kelpy rocks that enabled us to bump across, perhaps with the loss of a little paint

- a yard for yard tussle agamst wind and tide in the narrow Sound of Eday, keeping very very close in to the
weather shore, and doing everythuig possible to avoid having to tack and lose it all.



,M9 tThe wind increased during our stay at
Loth, with strong squalls commig up the
Sound from the SW, and worsened
visibility. We were doubtful of much
further progress (the evening forecast

- . s predicting 'SE 5/6, but SW for a time') but
set off on the turn of the tide, because there
are plenty of bolt holes down the W shore

_ - -ll of Stronsayv until vou pass Rothiesholm
Head and reach open water again

With double-reefed main and a scrap of jib
: ~ Z ar> * we made good tide assisted progress down

Eday Sound and into Stronsay Firth Then.
as we rounded the SW end of Stronsay.
there was a rapid veer as the front blew
over, visibility improved dramatically. and
suddenly we were hurtling towards
Auskerry. making long swoopmg, surfing
runs and, in response to one particular
gust, genuinely planing amid the welter of
spray that only an overladen and
overpressed cruising boat can provide We
estimated the wind to be W/SW 5, gusting
rather more,

This was, in my view, rather too exciting,
and our normal response would have been
to drop the double-reefed main and proceed
under more control with foresail only But
we needed maximum manoevrability when
approaching the island, which is
surrounded by dangerous drying reefs We

Loth Bay, Sanday knew the Boat Geo would be untenable in
this wind, but we bickered about what the
least worst alternative was Pat wanted to

In the early aftemoon we called it a draw, and put into the Ro- land right in front of the cottage, but I was
Ro ferry terminal at Loth Bay to wait out the rest of the tide. sure that wasn't possible at half tide, and

insisted we round the N tip of the island

The photo taken here shows our use of the 'half tent', which is and beach in its lee. For a change, I was
very simply constructed from lightweight ripstop nylon, and night we grounded, by mixture of faint
folds up into a pocket-sized bag It is fastened all round with recollection and luck, in the middle of what
Velcro tabs, with the forward edge tabbed onto the upper edge Simon later assured us was the only ten
of the spray dodger. It keeps the wind and the rain off during a yards of shore on which a safe landing can
lunch or tide halt (so that a meal can be cooked, or a brew be made on the island.
made) and it takes literally a minute to put up Well worth the
effort of an aftemoon at the sewing machine



hauled-out at Auskerry shore: Rory & Owen pumping

Even in the lee of the point. there was a swell pushing the boat beam onto the cobbles and I was glad when
Pat retumed with help for a haul out with rollers, anchors and tackles. As soon as we had the boat safely
above HW, Owen and Rory set about their favorite job, pumping the boat dry Not content with this, they
then got out the buckets, and filled it up again, so that more pumping was needed. These two youngsters have
the makings of fine dinghy crew !

Although Simon and Teresa had a family staying with them, we were once again made very welcome, and
spent a most enjoyable day and a half on the island. The following day was cold and very windy. so we were
really pleased to have pushed on and made the effort to get to the island. There is no cosier a place to view the
cresting seas, and be glad you're not amongst them, than the homestead on Auskerrv

After one of Teresa's famously fortifying pasta lunches we felt we ought to be doing something useful to earn
our hospitality, so Simon, Pat and I set to with plank, felt and nails and put a roof on a wooden building
which will store their supply of batteries, which are charged by a windvane generator. All the wood is second-
hand, and has been acquired and hoarded over a penod of time

/1



The strong weather looked like persisting into the next day. with a forecast of SW or W 5/7, though only 5,6
inshore, We didn't really feel like tuming out to beat into that kind of wind for the fifteen miles we would
need to sail to reach the anchorages by the Scapa Flow barriers. But it was now Thursday, and time was
running out for a return to mainland Scotland within reach of car and trailer. (We had long since ruled out
getting down to Aberdeen. Wick was now our destination). So we checked over the boat very carefully, tied
everything down tightly, took the kids out for a very short sail in the flat water in the lee of the island, and
waving our goodbyes, set off on what, predictably, was to prove one of the hardest and wettest sails we had
attempted for as long as we could remember. A gusty wind, off the shore, with a 5 to 8 mile fetch, was
sufficient to put up a nasty steep sea that put lots and lots of water into the boat, and required constant.
pumping all the way to Copinsav.

We went ashore on the SE tip of Deeress. in the Copinsay channel, for a brief respite and to eat lunch, for this
wasn't possible underway. The second leg, around Rose Ness and into Holm Sound, was more sheltered and
less difficult, though still breezy. We were glad to tuck ourselves up into the comer of Kirk Sound. right
under the Churchill Bamer. where we dried out on the retreating tide.

We reached Kirk Sound in the late aftemoon, with plenty of time to sort out the saturated boat and relax
before the last, and critically important, section of our route. Ideas of spending the evening in Kirkwall
(Orkney's main town) dissolved as we realised how tired we were after the long beat from Auskerry

Kirk Sound



Italian Chapel

By chance we had beached only yards from one of Orkney's tounst attractions, the Italian Chapel. Built
by Italian pnsoners of war, from the outside it looks mteresting, and 'different', but only when you enter
do you see how remarkable a place it is, Converted from a standard Nissen hut, the inside is entirely
covered in the most beautiful tiling, mosaic and terracotta, and wrought ironwork

Until you get within a few inches of the walls. You then realise that the whole chapel is a wonderful
Tromp l'Oeil, The walls are simply hardboard, and all the tiling and stonework is fastidiously careful
paintwork. The making of the chapel, its subsequent history, its present day upkeep and the continuing
links with those who built it, are all well documented in die displays

From Kirk Sound to Wick is about 32 miles, allowing for the need to give the Pentland Skerries a
clearance of several miles We were making the crossing right on springs, and the pilot is emphatic that
the Firth should not be attempted by small vessels when there is any combination of swell. winds above
force 4, or spring tides. But this advice refers to passages through the Firth. or crossings between
Swoma and Stroma we intended to stay well away to the E.

The early forecast predicted W 5. slowly backing WSW or SW. with occasional showers, This was less
wind than forecast for the previous day, and the weather certainly felt in a less boisterous mood,

We had to make yet another early start - up at 0430 - to stand any chance of reaching Old Head, the S
tip of Orkney, by slack water at 0730 We got the early forecast. and were away by 0600

The crossing was quieter than we anticipated, witl the wind not reaching anything like F 5 We could
have used a bit more breeze as we eot S of Duncansby Head. for the tide had pushed us well away to the
E. and the final few miles into Wick seemed to take forever We finally arrived at about 1400 No
sporting finish for this last leg - we'd had that the previous day
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Wick Harbour

Wick is not a yachting port. The facilities (or rather, the lack of them) had not inproved since

our visit six years earlier. But at least this time we were not charged the final indignity of

harbour dues.

After tying up in the inner harbour, outside a raft of small fishing boats, we hared off into the

town to investigate public transport to Aberdeen. It was pleasant surprise to find that by bus

and tram I could be back at the car by mid evening.

You pay. in effort and money, for not sailing back to where your car and trailer have been left.

But compared with other tnps, the joumeying was easy enough, and I duly arrived back on the

quay side at about 0200.

Wick did have a final trick up its sleeve. Though a major harbour for fishing boats, there is no

slip suitable fbr a dinghy. The nearest place where we could haul out was around the corner,

'in the river', where there was a disused and much silted up slip And it was low water springs

by the time we had risen and breakfasted at the dockside cafe.

The nver bed is soft coarse sand which devoured trolley and car wheels with indiscriminate

enthusiasm The worst haul-out I've had for a long long while. But we were given a lift by a

helpful local sailor (a rare breed in this part of Scotland), and a taxi driver towed me out of the

sand and saved us the considerable embarrassment that a rising tide could have caused.

And Pat was rewarded for his row out of the harbour and into the river by the sight of an otter.

So Wick which I have defamed so often in recent years, did on balance redeem itself



haul-out at Wick

So ended a memorable voyage to the Northem Isles. I rather doubt whether we will attempt to sail
there again in the Wayfarer, for the effort is considerable and the chances of getting stuck must be
high for anyone with only holiday leave. But the effort was worthwhile. We had a splendid trip,
this year's sailing raking up for the fogs and calms of last summer.

The hospitality given to us wherever we called would alone make this trip stay in the memory. We
shall, in one boat or another, return to the Northem Isles.
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